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26 4 licensing 9 - deactivate. if an internet connection is available, the license is deactivated online. the license is reactivated on pc 1, which has the ip address 192.168.1.2. link: remove product key. the procedure for deactivation is similar to that for activation (see right-hand side). kuka.sim 2.2
installation v2 en (pdf) 26 / 29 27 4 licensing 10 - license lock when setting up a robot on pc 1, a message appears: configure the robot manually. if a robot needs to be configured on pc 2, it is necessary to deactivate the existing robot license. users can configure up to 5 robots per license. the

procedure for license deactivation is similar to that for license activation. fig. 9-2 if a license is deactivated, the product key is removed from the kuka.sim licensing file. the deactivated license can be reactivated from a computer with the license key. if a license is reactivated, the license must be
activated from a computer with the license key. link: remove product key. configure robot manually.. the kuka.sim license file is used to automatically configure the robot if an internet connection is available. if no internet connection is available, manual configuration must be carried out. 19 / 29
the program prompts the user for the robot to be configured. it contains two options. 9-3 the selection field select robot to. includes the following selection fields: fig. a license file is available and can be activated in the following way: start kuka.sim. click on accessories & start. select license. an

additional window appears: in the address bar, select finish.. (kuka.sim v2.2) a popup is now displayed. press the save button. the license file is saved to the disc. if a license file is used, the kuka.2 version can only be used. if the license file is not used, you cannot switch to the v2.2 version. for the
trial period, the kuka.sim 2.0 version can be used.
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20 4.4 stand-alone license kuka.sim is activated after installation. the product key must be requested as described under (>>> 4.2 license key page 13). the license is on the pc on which kuka.sim is used. the license key is then valid for this pc only. it can also be transferred to a different pc. for a speedy transfer, internet access is required. selection of
the license type: stand-alone license : are you getting this message from your license server: 0 licenses in use. select then your license server on which you are going to install kuka.sim. 21 13 licensing network license 4.3 license types stand-alone license: the license is on the pc on which kuka.sim is used. the license key is then valid for this pc only. it
can also be transferred to a different pc. network license: the license is assigned by a license server. a license server must be set up which can be accessed across the network by the pc on which kuka.sim is installed. 4.4 stand-alone license kuka.sim is activated after installation. the product key must be requested as described under (>>> 4.2 license

key page 13). the license is on the pc on which kuka. for a speedy transfer, internet access is required. selection of the license type: stand-alone license : are you getting this message from your license server: 0 licenses in use. select then your license server on which you are going to install kuka.sim. 3 1 introduction contents installing the software
installing the software the upper title bar indicates that a connection is established between the kuka.sim pc and the license server, in addition to a connection between kuka.sim and the license server. fig. 5-1 the chosen license is highlighted on the left-hand side. the right-hand side changes the test mode. enter connection setup. 2 2 contents 1.

installation of the software this section describes how to install the software on the kuka.sim pc. a list of the programs installed is displayed on the left-hand side. 5-2 select installation information from the navigation tree on the left. the start of installation is displayed in the center. 5-3 select the program components to be installed and press the install
button. this causes the installation to start. the progress indicator shows the program components being installed. 5-4 a screen opens to confirm the program components that have been installed and to specify the installation location. 5-5 the installation procedure continues. if a dialog opens to confirm saving the installation settings, select save and click

on the ok button. the kuka.sim installation is complete. 5-6 2. installing the software the left side shows the program components that have been installed. 3 3 contents contents fig. 5-1, fig. 5-2, fig. 5-3, fig. 5-4, fig. 5-5, fig. 5-6 4. installing the software the right side shows the program components that have been installed. 5 5 contents installing the
software 6. installing the software 7. installing the software 8. installing the software 9. the output panel can be extended by clicking on the '+' sign on the upper right-hand side. 5-7 a dialog is opened to confirm a new output panel. this output panel can be used in conjunction with the output manager in kuka.sim. a listing of all registers used is displayed
in the output tab. 5-8 the output panel icon is clicked. the output panel is displayed on the left-hand side. 5-9 a listing of all registers used is displayed on the left-hand side. 8 7 installing the software 2.6 installing kuka.sim the following steps are used to start kuka.sim from a kuka.sim pc and to start it automatically via a service. 1 4.1 installing kuka.sim 1
4-1 installing kuka.sim 2 4-1-1. configuration of kuka.sim in this section, the kuka.sim installation is described. kuka.sim can be installed on the first kuka.sim pc with internet access. the required ports and ip addresses are available and cannot be changed by the user. the range of the ip addresses can be limited by changing the configuration. should the
pc be connected to a network router, all ip addresses in the router's subnet are assigned to the pc with kuka.sim installed. the internet link should be configured so that the pc can connect to the internet. access to the internet is required, because kuka.sim cannot be installed without access to the internet. the configuration of kuka.sim should be done by

the kuka.sim administrator and is not described here. 1) install the kuka.sim software. 1.1. i the left side shows the program components that have been installed.sim 2 4.1-1. 5ec8ef588b
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